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Abstract. We have studied the effect of environment induced pure decoherence on the
generalized Jaynes--Cummings model (JCM). This generalized JCM is introduced to take into
account both atom-field interaction and a class of spin-orbit interactions in the same framework. For
generalized JCM with atom-field interaction, it is shown that along with the suppression of the
oscillatory behaviour of the atomic and field variables, in the steady state, atomic energy is
transferred to the field or vice versa through the dressed state coherence depending on the initial
condition of the atom-field system and the model under consideration. It is also shown that initial
Poissonian field acquires a sub-Poissonian character in the steady state and thus all the nonclassical
properties are not erased by the decoherence in JCM. An interesting effect of this decoherence
mechanism is that it affects the population and coherence properties of the individual subsystem in
a different way. As an example of generalized JCM with spin-orbit interaction, the dynamics of spin
of the hydrogen atom in a magnetic field is studied to show the effect of decoherence.
Keywords. Decoherence; Jaynes-Cummings model; generalized JCM.
PACS Nos 42.50; 03.65

1. Introduction
The Jaynes-Cummings model (JCM) is a two-state system interacting with a single mode
field in the rotating wave approximation (RWA) [1]. This model was first used to examine
the classical aspects of spontaneous emission but it was subsequently discovered that in the
JCM atomic population histories presented direct evidence for the discreteness of photons.
Also many nonclassical features of photon statistics were discovered through this model.
More recently, JCM has been used to elucidate quantum correlation and the formation of
macroscopic superposed quantum states. Apart from exact solutions of different variants of
JCM, the remarkable advancement in cavity quantum electrodynamics experiments [2]
involving single atoms within single mode cavities have made the model a very good
testing ground of the quantum phenomena of the atom-field entangled system.
It is well-known that the surroundings have profound effects on the evolution of a
system of interest. In particular, quantum noise due to the surroundings may result in
nonunitary evolution of the system resulting in decoherence and relaxation. One can
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naturally ask the question what will be the effect of decoherence on the atom and field
variables which are interacting through the JCM. Here unlike the normal case of
spontaneous emission we are looking at a situation where there is no energy dissipation
but only a decoherence from the composite system, i.e, a case of pure decoherence.
Although in many cases the effect of decoherence is studied for single systems of interest
[3-5], it may be worthwhile to understand the effect of decoherence on the joint
subsystems [6]. We examine the fate of the individual atom and field variables when the
decoherence acts on the composite atom-field system.
In this work we have given a solution for generalized JCM undergoing environment
induced pure decoherence in terms of the atom-field dressed states. By this approach one
can observe that the decoherence does not affect the dressed state population but affect
only the coherence of the dressed state levels. But when one looks at the individual
atomic or field population it decays to a steady state and in the steady state depending on
the initial condition and specific model under study, atomic energy is transferred to the
field or vice-versa. This is due to the fact that the dressed state coherence has an effect on
the atomic and field population and as the decoherence model is energy conserving, the
total energy is distributed in this way.
We have also shown that the nonclassical properties of the field get affected by the
decoherence. Although squeezing and other phase related nonclassical properties are
suppressed by the decoherence, the sub-Poissonian [7] nature of the field is not
completely suppressed by the decoherence. This is exemplified with some variants of
atom-field interaction models.
We have pointed out that in JCM with atom-field interaction, the decoherence
mechanism as proposed affects the population and coherence properties of the individual
subsystem in a different way.
We have also introduced a more generalized JCM which not only accounts for the
atom-field interaction but also for a class of spin-orbit interactions. As an explicit
example, it is shown that a hydrogen atom in a magnetic field can also be solved. This
system undergoing decoherence can also be studied using dressed states. The characteristic spin dynamics is studied for a particular value of orbital angular momentum.
The paper is organized as follows: In § 2(a) we present the master equation for pure
decoherence and its effect on generalized Jaynes-Cummings (JC) model with atom-field
interaction. The effect of decoherence mechanism on the transient atom-field dynamics is
discussed in § 2(b). Taking a particular nonlinear JC model in § 3 we show how the
nonclassical properties of the field and and atom evolves in time. In § 4 we have given a
more general Hamiltonian which describes not only the atom-field interaction but also a
class of spin-orbit interactions, in general. Section 5 is devoted to show how the dynamics
of spin is affected by the decoherence in the case of hydrogen atom in presence of a
magnetic field. In § 6 we conclude the paper.

2a. Master equation for pure decoherence and its effect on the generalized JCM
with atom-field interaction

To start with, we allow an interaction between the system and its environment reservoir
which gives only a decoherence in the system but no energy dissipation from the system.
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We take the total Hamiltonian Ha- as
(2.1)

HT = H + HR + V,

where H and HR are the Hamiltonians of the system of interest and of the reservoir
respectively; V is the interaction between them. The reservoir Hamiltonian is given by
to

HR = Z hwjb)bj,

(2.2)

j=o
where wj is the frequency and b](bj) is the creation (annihilation) operator for the jth
reservoir mode. We consider the interaction part V as a quantum non-demolition coupling
satisfying

[H, V] = 0.

(2.3)

Such couplings have been previously examined by others and the examples include,
optical four-wave mixing [8], many particle bosonic systems [9] etc.
Equation (2.3) implies that V is a constant of motion generated by H and V can be
taken as some function of H. We take for example,

V =hH Z [t~(wj)b) + ~*(wi)bj],
J

(2.4)

where a(wj) is a c-function.
Thus one can write the Liouville equation for the system and the bath in the interaction
picture (IP) as
07

i

[Vl(t), rl(t)],
(2.5)
h
where ~/(t) and Vz(t) are the joint system-bath density and coupling term in IP
respectively and Vt(t) is given by
Ot

Vt(t) = exp[i(H + HR)t/h]Vexp[--i(H + HR)t/h].

(2.6)

After integrating eq. (2.5) and iterating twice one can write

W(t) - rl(O) = -(i/h)

1'

[Vz(t'), ~(0)]dt'

+ (-i/h)2 ford t, fo e dtJ,[Vl({), [Vt(t"), ~/(t")]].

(2.7)

The first term in the RHS of eq. (2.7) will not contribute due to the random initial
condition of the bath which is often used. Now we make a number of approximations as
follows [10].
(i) We integrate eq. (2.7) with respect to t thereby making a coarse graining
approximation.
(ii) We take rl(t ) = rls(t)rlb(t ) where s and b correspond to system and bath. Further
assume the bath is in thermal equilibrium and thus we can write r/b(t)= % (at
equilibrium).
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(iii) We use the Born-Markov approximation whereby we take rh(f) = rh(t) i.e, truncate
the series after second order and make the limits of integration up to infinity.
Now taking trace over the bath varibles one arrives at the equation of motion of the
reduced system density operator rls (t) in IP as

dt

[HHrls- 2H~TsH+ rlsHH] Z
J
+ [HHTIs-2H~IsH+~TsHH]E
J

)12

:

Im(wJ)12

df <bjbJ)exp[iwj(t - f)]

}

dt/(b]bj)exp[-iwj(t - tP)] .
(2.8)

Thus returning back to the Schr6dinger picture (SP) we can write
d t = - (i/h)[H,p] -

x

{

[HHp- 2HpH + pHH] Z ]t~(wj)t2
J

dt'(bjbJ) exp[iwj(t - t")] + [HI-Ip- 2HpH + pHH]

:

}

dt~(b]bj)exp[-iwj(t - tt)] ,

x Z Im(wJ)12
J

(2.9)

where p is the reduced system density operator in SP
Now the survival of the integrals in eq. (2.9) within the Markovian approximation
means that approximately zero frequency bath modes are important and very often the
characteristic frequency of the system is much larger than that. Thus to attain a finite
relaxation constant one needs to have the thermal average number density of bath at
approximately zero frequency modes high enough which is possible only at high
temperatures. A typical integral can be shown as

Z [/~(kgJ)12
J

dr(bib)) exp[iwj'r]= y ~
J

drexp[iwjr]i~(wj)t2[1 + fi(wj)].
(2.10)

Now converting the sum into an integral and assuming a continuous spectral density of
reservoir modes, s(w) and taking the thermal average excitation number in the bath as
= [exp(h

dkr)

-

1]

The RHS of eq. (2.10) can be written as
RHS of eq.(2.10) = (1 + ~(w))lim 27rl~(w-)12s(w)

w---,0

03

-

7kT/h,

where k is the Boltzmann constant and 7 = lim~__,0(27r]~(w)12s(~o))/w and is assumed to
be finite, i.e., 7 > 0. We have taken the high temperature limit i.e, h(w) ~ kT/hw and
thus neglecting the zero temperature term in eq. (2.9), we arrive at the desired master
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equation for the reduced system as
dp_

i

dt

h

[H , p] - c[HH p + pHH - 2H pH].

(2.11)

Here c is given by "~kT/h. The frequency shift term is neglected here.
We first note that eq. (2.11) is a typical model for studying decoherence. The decoherence arising due to the assumption that there exists a classical measurement apparatus
during which the measurement process destroys quantum coherences [4] has also been
considered. Another approach relies on the assumption in addition to conventional
quantum mechanics that in a sufficiently short time scale, the quantum system does not
evolve continuously under a unitary transformation but in a stochastic sequence of
identical unitary transformation [5, 11]. In that case the rate of decoherence does not
depend on temperature but on the inverse of the time scale of stochastic perturbation.
In what follows we consider a two state system with levels Ib)(ground) and la)(excited)
coupled to a single mode field. A basis for the whole Hilbert space is given as {Inb),
Ina), n = 0, 1,2,...}, where Inb)([na)) denotes a state with n photons with the atom in
its ground (excited) state. We assume that the atomic transition is mediated by k photons;
i.e, the Hamiltonian in terms of this basis is given, in the RWA, by
OG

n =~-~ bnln b)(nb I + anlna)<nal + ~Rnlna>(n + kb I + R'In + kb><na I,
n=0

n=0

(2.12)
where bn and an are the energies of the state In b) and In a) respectively and Rn describes
the coupling. This Hamiltonian is diagonalized as follows:

Hlnb) = bnlnb),

n < k,

and HI~) --H£±I~n),
±

n>k,

(2.13)

where

I-l~n-bn+i+an4-f~n,

(2.14)

n2n = (zxn/2) 2 + IRnl2 ;

(2.15)

2

and

with detuning A n = an--bn+k. The eigenstates lff2~) are the well-known dressed
states [12]

Iq+) - I + n )

= cosOnlbn + k) + sinOnlan),

---- I - n> =

- sinOnlbn + k) + cosOnlan),

(2.16)

with On given as
tan0n -

Rn
An~2 + f~n

(2.17)

This structure of the Hamiltonian and its solution are valid for many variants of the atomfield interaction models. This model Hamiltonian can be further extended to describe a
Pramana - J. Phys., Voi. 49, No. 4, October 1997
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hydrogen atom in an arbitrarily strong magnetic field and also for systems where the field
or the atom can be replaced by a finite dimensional multilevel system which is discussed
in §4.
Here we show that the equation of motion (2.11) is exactly solvable for the
Hamiltonian of generalized JC model. To solve the equation of motion we used the
dressed state density matrix elements as

Plnm = (+nip[ + m),

P4nm= (-nlpl - m),

p2.,.

p3~m=

=

(+nip[

- m),

(-.Ipl

+ m).

(2.18)

The population and coherence of the dressed state elements evolve as
I)lnn = 0 = /b4nn

and
[32nm = [ - i ( H + - H ~ )

- c(H + - Hm)2]p2n=,

[)3nm = [ - i ( O n

- H+m) - C ( O n - O~)2]P3nm,

/),rim :

[-i(H+n

- n+m) - c(U+n -

[94nm

[-i(H n - Hm) - c(H;

=

-

n+)2]p,nm,
Hm)2]P4nm.

(2.19)

It is immediately apparent that the decoherence does not affect the dressed state
populations but only induces a decay in the dressed state coherence. Nevertheless the
decay of dressed state coherence terms depends on the free evolution of the composite
system.
A variety of initial conditions of the atom-field system can be studied but here we
restrict ourselves to simple initial conditions that the atom is initially in the excited state
and the field is in a coherent state

la) = ~ Chin},

(2.20)

n=0

where

C, = exp(-Ixl2 / 2 )xn/ v / - ~ ,

(2.21)

with Ixl2 as the average number of photons. Initial conditions in terms of the dressed state
elements can be written as follows:
pl,~(O) = sin On sin O,nC,,C~,
P4nm(O) ~- COS On COS OmCnCm,

Pznm(0) = sin0n cos OmCnCm,
P3,m(0) = COS0, sin OmCnC~.

(2.22)

We define the atomic density matrix as
= Trf [p]
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and for the field
P = Tra ~o].

(2.24)

Using the above initial conditions, atomic inversion W(t) is given by
oo

W(t)

= I~aa - I~bb = Z

[cOS2

20nlCnl2+

sin2 20n[Cnl2 cos(Hnt) exp[-cH2t],

n=0

(2.25)
and population distribution in the field is given by

enn(t) -- 1 [iCnl2 + [Cn_kl2 + cos 2 20n[Cnl2 _ cos 2 20._klCn_k[2
+ sin 2 20niGh12 cos(/-/./) exp[-cH.2/] - sin 2 20n-klCn-kl 2
× cos(Hn_kt) exp[--cH2,_kt]],

(2.26)

where Hn is given by
/4, = H + - H~-.

(2.27)

Off-diagonal elements of the atomic and field density matrix can also be obtained
similarly. For example atomic coherence properties can be studied if we know the offdiagonal density matrix ~;ab,
o<)

X~ab=(1/2) Z{[sin(0n+k -- 0n) + sin(0,~ + On)]Pln n+k(O)exp[A+m+kt]
n=0

+ [sin(0,+k - On) - sin(0,~ + On)]ff4n n+k(O) exp[a~m+kt ]
+ [COS(0,+k -- 0n) + COS(0~ + 0n)]p2~ ,+k(0) exp[B+m+k t]
+ [-- COS(0n+k -- On) + cos(0nk + On)]P3, ,+k(0) exp[B~ra+kt]},

(2.28)

where

A~nm = i(H~n - Him) - c(H+n - Hm~)2,
B ~ = :Fi(H + - H~) - c(H + - H~) 2.

(2.29)

Field coherences can also be evaluated similarly as follows:

Prim(t) =(1/2)[{[COS(0,._k

-- 0n-h) + COS(0,._k + 0.-k)]PXn-k,.-k(t),

-~ [CoS(Om-k -- On-k) -- CoS(Om-k ~- On-k)]~4n-k ra-k(t),

+ [ - sin(0m-k - On-k) -- sin(0m_k + On-k)]pZ,-k m-k(t),
+ [- sin(0m_k - On-h) + sin(0m-k + On-k)]P3n- k m-k(t)},
+ similar terms with m - k --* m and n - k --+ hi.

(2.30)

From eq. (2.25) it is evident that the population inversion in the generalized JC model
Pramana
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decays to a steady state value
(3(3

cos 2 20.1C. [2.

W(oc) = ~

(2.31)

n=0

Depending on the model, cos 2 20. assumes some finite value. For the ordinary JCM at
exact resonance, W(c~) = 0.
As the decoherence model is energy conserving, the loss of atomic energy is gained by
the field and thus the average energy of the field is saturated to a higher value. Average
photon number evolves as
IC.I2{(n + k/Z) - k/2 cos2 20.

h(t) = £
n=0

- k/2 sin2 20. cos(H.t) exp[-eH2t]}.

(2.32)

With the suppression of oscillation in the average photon number it reduces to a steady
state value
oo

--

IC.12{(n +

k/Z) -

k/2 cos 2 20.

n=0

---fi(O) W ( k / 2 ) [ 1 - £ [ "C " ["2 c=° s 2 o2 0 " ]

(2.33)

To investigate the sub-Poissonian nature of the field we need to know the average of the
square of the photon number in the field which can be expressed as

n-Z(t) = £

[C.[2{(n z + nk + k2/2) - (n + k2/2) cos2 20.

n=0

-

(n + k2/2) sin2 20n cos(Hnt) exp[-cH2t]}.

(2.34)

The sub-Poissonian characteristics of the field is exemplified for a particular Hamiltonian
of atom-field interaction which is presented in § 3.
From eq. (2.28) it is evident that atomic coherence decays in time and at sufficiently
large times it goes to zero. This is also true for the coherence terms of the field, i.e.,
P~(oo) = 0,

for n ¢ m.

(2.35)

Quadrature squeezing properties of the field can also be calculated by using eq. (2.30).
The degree of squeezing can be measured by the squeezing parameter,

s, = ((zxx')2) -I([Xl,X2])l/2

I([Xl,X2])l/2

'

(2.36)

where Xi can be defined as

XI = (1/2)(ae i''t + ate -iw')
X2 = (1/2i)(ae i~' - ate-i~').
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A quadrature is said to be squeezed if S i
$1,2 can be defined as
S1 = 2(afa) + 2Re(a2e 2i~t) $2 = 2(ata) -

<

0. In terms of the expectation values a, a f of

4(Re(aei~t)) 2

2Re(a2e 2iwt) - 4(Im(ae i~:t))2.

(2.38)

It can be shown easily that at the steady state,
$1 = $2 = 2(afa) > 0.

(2.39)

So at the steady state the generalized JC model shows there is no squeezing in any
quadrature.
Finally, we would like to point out that decoherence on the generalized JC model acts
as a relaxation on the dressed state coherence only. But it does not affect the dressed state
populations unlike the case of ordinary spontaneous emission [10] where both the dressed
state population and coherences decay in time and subsequently all the energy and
coherence of the atom and the field drain out of the system at the steady state.
2b. Transient dynamics of atom or field for ordinary JCM

Here we explain the features which appear in the transient dynamics of atom or field due
to this particular nature of decoherence. We take the ordinary JCM as the candidate to
describe it. As the decoherence mechanism affects individual subsystems, e.g., the atom
or the field in an almost similar manner we concentrate only on the dynamics of the
atomic properties.
The Hamiltonian for the ordinary JCM describing a two-level atom interacting with a
single mode field confined in a cavity within RWA is given by

H = hcvata + (h~Vo/2)t7z + hg(afa_ + aa+),

(2.40)

where a(a f) is the annihilation (creation) operator of the single mode cavity field with
frequency w and a+, a_ and a z are the usual spin half operators for the two-state atom
with characteristic frequency ~v0.g is the coupling strength between the atom and the field
mode.
To explain the transient dynamics the following expressions are in order for ordinary
JCM. Calculating at exact resonance, i.e., when 6 -- w - ~o becomes zero and taking
h = 1 we obtain the atomic inversion W(t) as
oc

W(t) = ~

ICnl2 cos[Eg ( X / ~ 1)t] exp[-4cg2(n + 1)t].

(2.41)

n=0

The field population matrix elements evolve as

P,~(t) =lCnI2{cos2[gv/-~ + 1)t] exp[-4cg2(n + 1)t]
+ (1/2) [1 -exp[-4cgE(n+ 1)t]} + ICn_t 12{cos2 [gx/nt] exp[-4cg2nt]
+ (1/2)[1 -

exp[-4cgEnt]}.
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The atomic and field coherence, i.e., off-diagonal atomic and field density matrix
elements can be evaluated as
oo

nab =(CriCk+1/4) ~ { e x p [ A + + l t ] - exp[A~+, t]
n=0

+ exp[B++l t] - exp[B~-.+ it] },

(2.43)

and

P,~ =(C.C~n/4) {exp[A+t] + exp[A~t] - exp[B+t] + exp[B~nt ] }
+ terms with {n ~ n - 1 and m ~ m - 1 },

(2.44)

where

1) ::F g ~

A ~ = - i[w(n - m) q- g ~
- c[w(n - m) ± g

B ~ = :F i[w(n - m) + g
-c[w(n-m)

(x/(-~

1)]

1) :F g ~ ] 2 ,

(x/r~ 1) + g (X/"(-m-~ 1)]

+ g(x/~-~ 1) + g (mx/-(-m--+~]2.

An interesting aspect of the decoherence mechanism for ordinary JCM is that it affects
the population and coherence properties of the individual subsystem in a different way.
For the ordinary JCM, we have shown the collapse and revival dynamics of the atomic
population for a parameter value of cg as 0.005, and photon number gets erased
instantaneously. But the coherence properties of the atom or field decay at a slower rate.
We show the time evolution of atomic population inversion and atomic coherence and the
purity of the reduced atomic density in figures 1, 2 and 3 respectively. For numerical
purpose, we assume w/g = 2. Note that c g h 2 is a dimensionless quantity and here we
assume h = 1.
1.0
(D
¢D
<D
(D
° F,,,4

0.0

o

-1.0

0

200

400
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800

1000

time
Figure 1. Population inversion W(t) (eq. 2.411 is plotted with scaled time (gtx) when
the field is initially in coherent state with Ixl = 16 (thinner line is pure JCM and
thicker line is with decoherence (cg~ 2 = 0.005)).
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Figure 2. Atomic coherence nab (eq. 2.43) is plotted with scaled time (gtx) when the
field is initially in coherent state with Ix[2 = 16 (thinner line is pure JCM and thicker
line with decoherence cgh 2 = 0.005)).
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Figure 3. Purity of the atom Tr (n2) is plotted with scaled time (gtx) when the field
is initially in coherent state with Ixl2 = 16 (thinner line is pure JCM and thicker line is
with decoherence cg = 0.005)).

In figure 1 we show the time evolution of W(t) in eq. (2.41) with the value of
cg = 0.005 and [xl2 = 16. It is seen that the revival of atomic inversion gets erased and
a permanent collapse of population appears. The oscillation in atomic inversion
and photon number is well studied for the simple JCM system [1]. The oscillation
appears due to the coherence built up during the atom-field interaction and thus the
individual atom or field population depends on the coherence of the dressed state levels.
Thus when a decoherence is introduced in the dressed state the oscillation disappears
very quickly.
Pramana - J. Phys., Voi. 49, No. 4, October 1997
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We show the atomic coherence evolution eq. (2.42) in figure 2 to illustrate that the
effect of decoherence appears more slowly compared to that in the population terms. In
the long time limit the atomic or the field coherences vanish.
Gea-Banacloche [13] has recently given a recipe for the preparation of atomic
superposed state in the middle of the first collapsed region for ordinary JCM. To obtain
the macroscopically superposed state of an atom one has to stay in the pure state i.e.,
T r ( n 2) = 1 which is the necessary and sufficient condition for a pure state. This is
because unlike the state vector, the density operator does not really describe an individual
system but rather an ensemble of identically prepared atoms.
Keeping in view of Gea-Banacloche's observations we study how the decoherence
affects the purity of the atom. This is displayed in figure 3. Here it is quite clear that
although the atom is almost permanently collapsed for a low value of the decoherence
parameter c, the purity of the atom oscillates between 1 (pure state) and 0.5 (maximally
mixed ensemble). From figure (3) it is apparent that the purity does not get affected much
although the collapse occurs in the inversion very rapidly. In the first half-collapse-time
of JCM, the purity is not far from one; also it depends on the average initial photon
number. In the long time the purity gets decayed sequentially after many Rabi cycles. The
only effect which can be observed due to decoherence is that the profile of time evolution
of purity gets smoothened over large oscillations due to the suppression of dressed state
coherences. Thus we can conclude that the superposed state of the atom in a JCM system
in the middle of the first collapse time is robust even under the influence of environmental
pure decoherence on the atom-field composite system as long as the rate of decoherence
is not large.
When the JCM system undergoes decoherence, two distinct interference effects
arise. The first one is the ordinary interference of dressed state coherences in pure JCM
which is dynamical in nature and is reversible, thereby giving recurrence of collapse
and revival of the population and a transient oscillation in the coherence properties
of atom and field over a slowly varying profile. The second, interference effect is
due to the decay of coherence of dressed states which is irreversible in character.
The mechanism of decoherence as introduced here affects the population and the
coherence in different ways. From eqs (2.41), (2.42) and eqs (2.43), (2.44) it is clear
thatthe decay rate in population and coherence of an individual subsystem depends
on the time scale of oscillation in the free evolution of the dressed state of the JCM
system. In the free evolution of population there is a fast oscillation of collapse
and revival but in the coherence terms of an individual subsystem there is a slower
time scale of oscillation along with a fast oscillation. Thus in the decay rate of coherence
these two components will arise unlike the case of population where only one kind
of decay rate will appear which is fast. So when the decoherence mechanism is
introduced in JCM, it first kills the fast oscillation in population and coherence properties
of the atom and field. This gives steady redistributed energy values of atom and field
and a smooth profile of slow evolution of coherence terms. Then the decoherence
mechanism acts slowly to wash out the coherence of individual subsystems and takes a
few Rabi cycles to reach to their vanishing values in the steady state. The diminishing
curve of atomic purity in figure 3 can be easily understood in terms of the number of Rabi
cycles needed for the complete wash out of atomic coherence for a fixed value of the
parameter c.
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3. Nonlinear J a y n e s - C u m m i n g s model

Here we consider a particular case of § 2(a), a Hamiltonian which describes a multiphoton
interaction of atom and field with Kerr nonlinearity in the cavity. The Hamiltonian is
given by
H : bwana + hqat2a 2 + (h~vo/2)az + hg(a~kcr- + aka+).

(3.1)

Here q is the nonlinearity parameter for the Kerr medium and the two-level atom is
interacting with the field via a k-photon mediated process. For k = 1 and q = 0 this
model reduces to the ordinary JCM in eq. (2.40).
With the help of §2(a) the various parameters can be identified as follows:
bn : -600/2 + noa + qn(n - 1), an : wo/2 +no; + qn(n - 1),
A , : 6 - q( 2nk + k 2 - k ),
R, : g ~ ( n

6 : wo - kw,

+ k)!
,

I-t~ = (n + k/2)co + q[n 2 - n + nk + kZ /2 - k/2] 4- {(An/2) 2 +

R2} 1/2

and
t a n On =

g[(n + k)!/n!] 1/2
(6/2+q(nk+k2/2-k/2)]+{gZ(n+k)]/n!

+ [6/2 + q(nk + k2/2 - k/2)]2} 2"
(3.2)

For k = 1, this Hamiltonian is studied in detail in the context of micromaser [14],
population trapping [15] and it shows beating [16] in population inversion instead of
conventional collapse and revival due to its intensity dependent detuning [17]. For 6 = 0
and q = g / 2 it shows an interesting behaviour [15] in this model due to the fact that the
Rabi frequency in this case becomes g ( n / 2 + 1) 1/2 instead of g(n + 1) 1/2 in conventional
JCM.
Due to the intensity dependent detuning, here tan On is not equal to 1 even if ~ = 0. So
the population inversion in the steady state in this case can be evaluated as

w(c ) =

cos220.1c.I 2.

(3.3)

n=0

So depending on the nonlinearity parameters q and k, atomic inversion can be saturated to
a value higher than 0.5. Thus in the presence of nonlinearity, the transfer of energy from
atom to field is less than that in the normal JCM.
The Mandel Q parameter which is defined as
An 2 Q- - -
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can be obtained from the steady state values of h(oo) and n2(oo) as

~(oo) = ~ IC.12{ (n + k/2) -

k / 2 c o s 2 20,},

(3.5)

n:0
OO

n---2(°°) : Z

IC"[2{(n2 + nk + k2/2) - (n + k2/2) cos 2 20,}.

(3.6)

.:0

So even if q = 0 and 6 = 0, cos 20, is equal to zero and thus
a(c~) -

1
4h(0) + k / 2 "

(3.7)

If q/g = 0.5, 6 = 0 and k = 1, in this case also cos 20, = 0 and the value of Q(oo) is the
same as above.
Now if tan 0, < 1, for q # 0, 6 ~ 0, k ~ 1, the steady state Q-parameter is always less
than 0, which means that the sub-Poissonian nature is not erased.

4. M o r e generalized JC models

Here we present a more generalized JCM which not only accounts for the various
ordinary JCM of atom-field interactions as described in the earlier sections but also the
models describing a class of spin-orbit interactions.
Here we write the total Hamiltonian of the spin-orbit system as
tl m

H = ~

tim -- 1

b, ln b>(nb I + a, lna>(na I + ~_, R, lna>(n + lb I + R*Jn + lb>(nal,

n=n 0

n=tl 0

(4.1)
where la)(Ib)) represents the upper(lower) spin state and n is the label for the angular
momentum states. Unlike the ordinary JCM states In) where n runs from 0 to cxD,for the
angular momentum states n runs from - l to + l with l the orbital angular momentum. In
this case no = - l and nm : + l . For simplicity, we assume one quantum of energy is
transfen'ed at a time from spin to orbit states or vice versa. Rn is the coupling constant
•
•
nm--1
rim--1
depending on the algebrmc property of the operators, ~-~,=~o In) (n + l J, ~,=no In + 1)(n I

and

"m

In><nl.

Unlike the ordinary JCM, this Hamiltonian has two zero point energy states which do
not couple with other states. These states are ]no b) and Inm a). These two states are
diagonal in H as

n[no b) = bno In0 b>,
HInm a) = a,,. Jnma).

(4.2)

For all other states with n # no, nm, H can be diagonalized as

n l < ) = H ,,± I~n,),
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where
H ~ -- bnl+l +

an, -4- f~n,

(4.4)

2
and
Q2nl = (Ant/2)2 + iRn, 12;

(4.5)

with detuning

An1 = an1 -- bnl+l.

(4.6)

The eigenstates [~b~) are given by
I~b+) = I + n l ) = cosOn~lbnl + 1) + sinOn~lant),
I~b~) = I - hi) = - sin 0hi Ib n~ + 1) + cos 0n, la nl),

(4.7)

with On~ obtained from
tan 0~, -

Rn,
An,/2 + f~,

(4.8)

With these discussions in mind one can generalize the above Hamiltonian H for
multistate spin systems instead of two state spin system. A more general Hamiltonian in
that case can be written as
s,n

H: E
S=$O

nm

s=-k n,~-k

E ans[ns)(nsl + E
n=no

E Rns]ns+k)(n+ksl+R:sln+ks)(ns+k['

$=$0 r'.~no

(4.9)
where k quantum is exchanged between the spin-orbit interacting system and this
Hamiltonian is also diagonalized in a similar way. Here we will not dwell on further
applications of this Hamiltonian (4.9).

5. A hydrogen atom in presence of a magnetic field undergoing pure decoherence-effect on spin dynamics
Here we present a special case of spin-orbit interaction discussed in the previous section a model of hydrogen atom in presence of a constant magnetic field [18, 19]. The
Hamiltonian can be written as
H = Ho -+-HI,

(5.1)

Ho = p2/2m + V(r)

(5.2)

where

is the usual free part of hydrogen atom with V(r) the central potential and p and m are the
momentum and mass of the electron. The interaction term H1 can be written as

H1 = fl(Lz + az) + ~ L.S
= flLz + [(c~/2)Lz + fl]az + (~/2)(L_a+ + L+a_),
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where/3 is the strength of the magnetic field applied in the z-direction and (Lz, L+,L_)
and (az, a+, a_) are the usual orbital and spin angular momentum operators respectively.
c~ is the spin-orbit coupling, constant which depends on the central potential V(r). We
solve here only H1 for a fixed value of 1.
From the previous section one can immediately identify that

bn, : --/3 q-/3nl -- anl/4,

(5.4)

ant =/3 q-/3nl + omt/4.

(5.5)

and

A,~ is defined as
A,, = a,1 - b,t = / 3 + c~(2n, + 1)/4

(5.6)

and
H+ nl

/3(2nt + 1)

O~

2

8

+ 2 ~/[(/-

nl)(l -]- nl -~ 1)],

(5.7)

where l is the orbital angular momentum quantum number, and 0, l is given by

tanOnl = (o~/2)~/[(1 - nl)(l q- nl q- 1)]

(5.8)

A,I/2 + [2.I
In this case no = - l and nml = + I.
Using the above results one can obtain exactly the energy levels of any state of
hydrogen atom in presence of a magnetic field by avoiding the approximations which are
commonly made. One such approximation is the Zeeman approximation, where the
magnetic field is assumed to be so weak that the terms with magnetic field can be treated
as perturbation. The other approximation is the Paschen-Back limit when the magnetic
field is so strong that the spin-orbit interaction is taken as perturbation.
Now we consider the Hamiltonian of a hydrogen atom in a magnetic field as the system
Hamiltonian and assume a model of decoherence as in § 2(a) for this particular system.
We discuss the dynamics of spin in presence of magnetic field and investigate the effect
of pure decoherence on the spin motion of hydrogen atom in a magnetic field.
Using the same notations as used in §2(a), the Liouville equation (2.11) for this
Hamiltonian can be solved to obtain the spin inversion W(t) as

W(t) =(1/2 )[(pl,.,. (t) + p4,.n. (t) ) + cos 20,m(Pln.n.(t ) -- p4n.n.(t) )
"m

- sin 20,.(p2,.,,.(t) + p3n.n.(t))] - Z

c°s20"l[(Pl'"l(t)

"t : " O

-- P4mnt(t) -- sin 20nl(P2nlm(t) ~- P3nlnt(l))];

(5.9)

this expression is valid for any L
We take the orbital angular momentum value 1 = 1, so the magnetic quantum number
nt can assume three values - 1 , 0 , +1. The initial condition of the spin-orbit system is
taken as
~(0) = (1/v/g)(ln+l) + In0) + In_l))(la) + Ib)).
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Now for l = 1, the initial condition can be rewritten in terms of the dressed state
densities as follows:

Pin,n, =

(1 + sin 20n~)/6,

Pan,n, = (1 - sin20nt)/6,
P2n,n, = (COS20n,)/6,

Pan,n~=
Finally

W(t)

(COS2On,)/6.

(5.11)

can be expressed as

W(t)

= 1/6 + (1/12)sin4On~, - (1/6) E

sin4On~

nl~n0

- (1/12) sin 40n.

exp(-cH2t)cos(Hn

t)

nm

+ E

(1/12) sin48nt

exp(-cH2:)cos(Hn:),

(5.12)

nl~n 0

where Hn~ is defined as
an,-- n~ - H;.

(5.13)

So for c -- 0, that is when there is no decoherence, W(t) has an oscillatory pattern
composed of interference of cos(H~:) terms and may show a collapse and revival type
behavior as in atom-field JCM case. But when decoherence is present, i.e., c ~ 0, the spin
inversion relaxes with time. At the steady state the value of W(c~) depends on the
strength of the magnetic field and spin-orbit coupling strength which is apparent from
eq. (5.12).

6. S u m m a r y a n d c o n c l u s i o n

We have investigated the effect of environment induced pure decoherence on the
generalized Jaynes-Cummings model in the atom-field interaction case. It is shown that
at the steady state, transient oscillations in atom and field observables are suppressed but
all the nonclassical properties are not erased by the decoherence. For example, it is seen
that an initial Poissonian field acquires a nonclassical character in the steady state. Steady
state observables are shown to be model dependent. This is shown with an example of a
multiphoton JCM in presence of a Kerr nonlinearity in the cavity.
It is also shown that pure decoherence affects the population and coherence properties
of the individual subsystem in a different way. For ordinary JCM we have shown that for
a small value of the parameter c, atomic population inversion collapses very fast but the
purity and other phase related quantities of atom take a few Rabi cycles to reach their
steady state. Thus the atomic superposition in the middle of the first-half-collapse time is
robust even under the influence of environment induced pure decoherence.
We have studied the effect of decoherence on more generalized JC models which not
only account for the atom-field interactions but also a class of spin-orbit interactions in
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 49, No. 4, October 1997
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the framework of JCM. As a particular example, the dynamics of spin is studied for the
hydrogen atom in presence of a magnetic field undergoing decoherence. A more
generalized JCM Hamiltonian and its solution are also proposed which can account for
multiple spin states.
It is interesting to note that the pure decoherence can not erase all nonclassical features
of atom and field unlike the case of spontaneous emission, where along with the
decoherence, an energy dissipation guarantees the steady state with no nonclassical
behaviour in either subsystem.
Nevertheless, the structure of the Liouville equation (2.11) has some general
importance because various mechanisms of stochastic interactions with the system in
the Born-Markov limit lead to this kind of equation. We hope that the generalized JCM
undergoing decoherence may be worthwhile to investigate whenever a stochastic
modulation of energy of the system is present.
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